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WHEN I WAS TEACHING JOURNALISM,

part-time, at Concordia University in

Montreal, I would talk to my students about

“the tyranny of the white space.” (Now it

would be “the tyranny of the blank computer

screen,” but there you go.) See, some of them

would look at this blank sheet of paper in

their typewriter and freak, muttering about

“writer’s block.”

I would remind them not to flatter 

themselves; they were hardly writers.

None of us were.

No, as journalists, we were all sophisti-

cated file clerks, I would explain. Instead of

taking papers and putting them in A-B-C

order, we would take facts and observations

and quotations — news, such as it is — and

put it all in some order that would make the

most sense. That simple. That complicated.

Have you ever seen a clown at a birthday

party take a balloon and twist it into 

different shapes?

Not to paint it with too broad a brush, but

that is what I do with the English language

as a senior writer for Sports Illustrated.

A story teller can take any narrative, and

with a little practice and dexterity, twist it

into almost any shape. A master like Kurt

Vonnegut can make time and space elastic,

as he did in Slaughterhouse-Five. Martin Amis

wrote a novel backwards, an intriguing 

failure called Time’s Arrow. I do it, on a far

humbler scale, a few times a year with 

fifth and sixth grade children in Montreal,

working with them to convert the movie 

version of The Wizard of Oz into an eight-

paragraph news story. Most classes whittle it

down to two possible lead paragraphs: a) Girl

discovers magical world or b) Girl kills two

witches. With rare exceptions, they go for the

double homicide. This is why I love kids.

Now I tell stories about hockey players (or

baseball players or rowers or people who

actually do make their living by the sweat of

their brows). Mostly, they tell their own sto-

ries. The ineluctable truth about journalism,

and life, is most people absolutely adore

talking about themselves. And everybody

has one great story to tell, one that would

enthrall a company of total strangers around

a fireplace. The trick is to help the subject
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find that one story, then not interrupt. A. J.

Liebling, the greatest American nonfiction

writer of the 20th century (and a reporter, for

a spell, at the Providence Journal) would do this

by keeping silent and almost embarrass his

subjects into talking. I am neither that wise

nor that patient. I ask too many questions.

I was asked to explain why I write about

sports. The initial reason, I suppose, is that 34

years ago I found them far more compelling

than town council meetings. There was

something definite at the end of the night: a

score, a winner, a loser. But it was the games

themselves I also loved — the artistry, the

spectacle of people doing something exceed-

ingly well. I have always had doubts that

sports build character, but I am now positive

that they reveal character.

But my favorite story has nothing to do

with sports, nor is it black or white but a

shade of gunmetal gray. For more than three

years in the 1980s, I wrote a city column for

The Montreal Gazette. Not terribly memorable

except, perhaps, for my two or three columns

on the Bleeding Virgin of Ste. Marthe 

sur-le-Lac. A family in this suburban town

had a statue of the Virgin Mary, painted a

beatific blue, which seemed to weep bloody

tears. I tracked down the manufacturer of the

statue, a mason with a shop in the north end

of the city, and he told me that something

odd like this happened almost once a month.

“It can’t cry,” he told me. “I know what I

made.” I suppose I could have been cruel to

this family of faith in Ste. Marthe, especially

after lab tests revealed the statue was crying

pig’s blood, but I chose another path,

deciding in print that miracles are where

people find them.

My story had a happier ending.
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